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How to Find a Pet Sitter
Whatever the reason, just
about every pet owner
finds a time in their life
when they need to hire a
pet sitt...

Dog Competitions
This summer promises to be full of excitement as the world’s
eyes turn to London for the beginning of the 2012 Summer
Olympics. The global competition will create a surge in national
pride as enthusiasts cheer on their athletes in categories
ranging from aquatics to gymnastics.
It’s no small wonder then, that in 2008 an intrepid pet shop in
Hong Kong had the idea of extending athletic competitions to
their canine family members. Dogs thrive on sport, after all, so
why exclude them from the thrill of athletic events?
The “Olympets” canine competition of track and field was
juxtaposed by the inclusion of parrot and parakeetcentered
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Planning Your First
Visit to the Dog Park
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races such a rope climbing.
Here in the United States, competitions of the fourlegged
variety take place all around the nation. VPI Pet Insurance lists
Pet Olympics that range from canine surfing competitions to
feline sports, and even potbellied pig races!

Dog parks can be a scary
place if you've never
brought your pet to one.
See how to plan a day at
the dog par...

Aquatic Dog Competitions

Most dogs love the water. This makes it easy to get them
interested in the ultracompetitive world of water sports—and
there are so many to choose from. From water retrieval to
diving to towing, boating and surfing, there truly is a sport for
every dog.
Think your dog has a competitive itch to scratch? This August,
Canine Water Sports will be hosting testing events in the
Northeastern United States and judging canines on categories
such as swimming, retrieval, diving, and towing. Dogs that
successfully pass the trials will be presented with recognition
awards.
Imperial Beach, California will also be abuzz with excitement
when it hosts the Loews Dog Surfing Competition. This yearly
competition is also the oldest of its kind in the country, with this
year’s new “Ultimate Champion Round” winner being awarded
the additional accolade of becoming the 2012 poster dog for
the hotel chain.
Of all the canine aquatic sports, however, the indisputable
champion is dock jumping. The popular sport is judged by
gauging the height and distance dogs can achieve from leaping
off of a dock. Endorsed by established organizations such as
the United Kennel Club, the sport was established in 1997 as
part of Purina’s Dog Challenges. Today events such as the
Ultimate Air Dog are held throughout the summer and into mid
Autumn nationwide.
Dog Breed Speed Races

Known for their energy and quick reflexes, Jack Russell
Terriers take center stage every October for the Terrier Trials,
a competition that challenges their canine quickness against
the backdrop of the Pennsylvania landscape.
This national competition is in its 30th year of challenging its
membersonly contestants to sanctioned racing and agility
tests. Just for fun, nonsanctioned events include high jumps
and aquatic retrieval.
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Making Friends at the
Dog Park
Friends are the glue that
keeps us together. It's
even better when you can
find some likeminded
friends at ...

Paw-tastic Pet Products

Nutro
Natural
Choice
Crunchy
Treats
Banana Dog
Treats
from $4.84
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Cat Agility Competitions

Cats generally aren’t recognized for their ability to acknowledge
commands. However, beginning June 2012, the Cat Fancier’s
Association (CFA) will include a competitive agility event during
their annual show.
Both the CFA and The International Cat Association (TICA)
hold agility events during their annual shows, which has
resulted in an increased bevy of resources, trainers, and
associations.
Jill Archibald, the Agility Coordinator for the CFA, has recorded
a series of instructional online videos for hopeful pet parents
who would like to see if their cats have “the right stuff.”
Who wouldn’t want to encourage an agile kitty’s boundless
energy? Not only does it strengthen the bond between feline
and parent, but it also stimulates and challenges them mentally
and physically – just like an Olympic athlete.
Both the CFA and TICA courses generally consist of a series of
obstacles the feline must complete in a certain order, in an
allotted amount of time, from weaving between poles to going
through tunnels and hoops.
Organizations encouraging domesticated feline competition
include the International Cat Agility Tournament group, which
aspires to raise the bar on catfriendly sports.
Birds Strut Their Stuff

Parrots vie for the top prizes in Shenyang, China’s annual Bird
Sports Meeting. In an amusing display of command recognition
to show they’re not “bird brained,” feathered friends show their
prowess in events such as weightlifting, acrobatics, and skating.
***
All year ‘round, all over the world, pets can participate in the
thrill of vying for the gold. To all the top cats, dogs, and avian
athletes out there, let the games begin!
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